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Jewish History in Europe French group



The French group was composed by people from different backgrounds and formed a very eclectic group from Jews, genealogist researchers, artists... So the works of the French group are various as well, and are divided into three different actions:



 A website  Two genealogical researches  A performed Yiddish song  Website www://hje.asso.st



Our website tends to follow the developments of all the meetings of the European Jewish Histories, compiling the different works that were made. It also includes the important documents that were found by the French group dealing with the Jewish History, either in Verdun, in Meuse, in France or on a European level.



 Genealogical researches



Among the French group, two members worked on genealogical researches. The common point of these two families is that at some point, their history passes through Verdun. o SZLECHTER family: an example of Jewish European History - from Western Wolyn in 19th century to Eastern France and Israel in 20th century European Jewish History is a very long and complex subject. It is an accumulation of migrations, struggle for life, culture -and very often the Shoah is for most Ashkenazi families the story conclusion. But fortunately there is also happy conclusions among sad family memory and here is an example of Ashkenazi Jewish family History with happy conclusion.



The following presentation is the result of a 15 years family research to understand what was the story of the family of my maternal grandmother Estera SZLECHTER who died in France in December 1993. As very often in survivor’s families, she never mentioned her youth in Poland neither her family except her Judishkeit, the name of her parents and the place where she was born (Krylow am Bug) and where she went to Polish high school (in Zamosc). To understand Jewish families’ migrations it is important to be conscious that for historical reasons, Jewish populations had to deal with political changes and in particular border limits evolutions in the time. This is particularly important in Poland and Russia where were living before 1939 in the Pale settlement most of Ashkenazi people. This story is also interesting because my grandmother came to Nancy (North Eastern France) in November 1931 to study. She was like hundreds of Jewish students, especially girls, coming from Poland, Lithuania or Latvia in the interwar period to try to escape orthodox Jewish way of life. The presentation is split into three parts: First part: life of SZLECHTER older ancestors in Ukraina and Eastern Poland (Lubelski – Krylow area) – from 1850 to 1919 Second part: division of the family and living conditions during interwar time (1919-1939) Third part: from 1939 to 2011, war time in France and Eastern Europe; postwar separate life of two parts of SZLECHTER family from 1945 until the reunification of the family in March 2011.



o Another example of a Jewish history was studied by the French group, based on the history of the family of a Jewish inhabitant of Verdun. This example has not a happy conclusion since the family was decimated during the Shoah. The presentation of the genealogy of this family allows to introduce historical events that had impacts on Jewish people from Alsace. At the beginning of the period we will work on (1750-1950), half of French Jewish people lived in this region. Among these two hundreds years, there are three periods: First part: Jewish emancipation (towards equal rights) as a consequence of the Enlightenment, the French Revolution and the modernisation of the society at Napoleon’s times. Second part: the Golden Age that followed and the active participation of the Jews (owners of capitals) to the development of capitalism and the “industrial revolution”. During this period, the Jews were assimilated with the growing of patriotism and “love of France” as well as a kind of laicisation of their way of life. Third part: the period of the Second World War is deliberately very short not to reduce the European Jewish History to the terrible History of the Shoah.



 Shabes song



The three musicians of the French group worked on a Yiddish song “Shabes”, that they recorded. You can find it on the website http://hje.asso.st. Here are the lyrics:



Shabes Shabes Shabes Shabes Shabes



shabes shabes shabes shabes soll sein yiddle soll sein soll sein oyf der ganzen Welt Lichtig1 lichtig lichtig lichtig lichtig soll sein yiddle Lichtig soll sein Lichtig soll sein Lichtig oyf der ganzen Welt



Simkhreh2 simkhreh simkhreh simkhreh simkhreh soll sein yiddle Simkhreh soll sein Simkhreh soll sein Simkhreh oyf der ganzen Welt Freylach3 freylach freylach freylach freylach soll sein yiddle Freylach soll sein Freylach soll sein Freylach oyf der ganzen Welt Sholem4 sholem sholem sholem sholem soll sein yiddle Sholem soll sein Sholem soll sein Sholem oyf der ganzen Welt Shabbat shabbat shabbat shabbat let the shabbat be brothers Let the shabbat be Let the shabbat be Shabbat all around the World



1



light quiet 3 freedom 4 peace 2
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Kutno Jewish Population in History - Jewish Kutno - Memorial 

6784 15976 42,00% Democratic Constitution that does not resist crises (1). 1926 ... after neighbouring villages were incorporated to city, for political reasons.
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Summary French Jewish History 

Summary of Jewish history in France ... Under his royal protection, the Jews developed the French trade across the world. ... (French since 1648), Burgundy (French since the death of Duke Charles the Brave .... A new upper middle class.
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the history of the jewish community in kutno - Jewish Kutno - Memorial 

possible to extract information concerning the beginning of Jewish ... personal request, in 1555, was granted by King ..... A bar was a particularly acceptable form of ..... tenant. Some occasions of a written contract were also found. The conditions
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In Remembrance of a Jewish Family - Jewish Kutno - Memorial 

to the loss, by theft of their possessions. The death of ... My eldest brother Jacob Asz escaped to Russia. ... my sister Esterke, who lost her husband and child.
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ECF Cycling in Europe 

their daily health, promote jobs in regions ... of a healthy lifestyle via physical activity as an objective taken up at ... products developed in partnership with host.
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Zionist Activity in Kutno - Jewish Kutno 

Chaim Zinger, Dawid Kleczewski, Ayzyk and others like them, were for the active members as a clear stream of water reviving the soul on a hot summer's day.
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Exotic Odonata in Europe 

Jun 1, 2014 - total. Aciagrion sp. 1. 1. Agriocnemis femina. 165 43. 2. 210 ..... lonia (C, Biologia) 67: 21-26 ... pdf?utm_source=archives.eppo.org&utm_.
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Mobility in Europe - Hussonet 

During the writing of this descriptive report, new, more complex questions have arisen. .... a one-stop European mobility information site has been created. ...... Although many respondents moved house several times in their life, most of ...... have
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Or the Jewish-Alexandrian Philosophy in Its 

Philo Judaeus, Vol. 1 of 2: Or the Jewish-Alexandrian Philosophy in Its. Development and Completion (Classic Reprint) by James Drummond. Download link: Philo Judaeus, Vol. 1 of 2: Or the Jewish-Alexandrian Philosophy in Its Development and Completion
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History of Mapping in Tanzania 

b-Exploration Mapping of East Africa (1850-1900) c-Early Mapping Equipment. 2- Colonial and Post-Colonial Mapping a-German Mapping of Tanzania ...
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kutner compatriots in america - Jewish Kutno 

the land of America, directly the result of the joint work of earlier Jewish immigrants and newly-arrived. Kutners, after World War II. All undertook the holy.
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in liberated kutno - Jewish Kutno - Memorial 

Now Kutno was left without her Jews, but death ... in my imagination I waited for the Jews to come out ... monument on a Russian army unit that passed by, but.
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kutno jewish cemetery - Jewish Kutno - Memorial 

Therefore, not much is known of the history of Jewish community of Kutno until mid- ... What is known is that the Jews were established in commercial activity, ...
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"agudat israel" in kutno - Jewish Kutno 

boys ("Talmud Torah") and for girls ("Beit Yaakov"). In Kutno an institute was founded by "Yesodei. HaTorah", headed by Reb Lajbel Mamlok and. Szlomo Majer ...
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International meeting in Verdun about Jewish Tradition and Culture in 

Jul 26, 2011 - The main topics of the third day of the conference were the different points of view on the Jewish tradition, fests and culture from people from ...
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HISTORY 

John. F. Fitz- gerald,. Boston mayoral election card,. 1905. "When my great grandfather left here to become a cooper in East Boston, he carried nothing with him.".
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Minimum wages in Europe - Hussonet 

give, in summary fashion, an overview of developments in minimum ..... one of decline in the real value of the US federal minimum wage since the late 1960s.
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Minimum wages in Europe - Hussonet 

employees receiving a disability pension. ..... wages at the bottom of the wage ladder (according to the OECD). In Germany ...... wage appears to call for policies that support labour demand' (OECD Employment Outlook 2003). In other words ...
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earthships in europe dbid zrng 
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Advanced Composites in Civil Engineering in Europe 

ed or coated with sand to improve the ... made use of other properties of the materials, not least of which are the light .... ent bond characteristics of composites.
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EUROPE, WHAT'S IN THE NAME? 

Through the centuries we can see that Zeus/Satan has devised spiritual .... prayer-leader Kjell SjÇ¿berg had asked the Lord for a new name for this continent.
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the history of corruption in central government 

corruption in central government lhistoire de la au niveau du pouvoir for free at our ... Here is the access Download Page of THE HISTORY OF CORRUPTION IN ...
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the last meeting of the jewish community council in kutno - Jewish Kutno 

constructive demands like the "Talmud Torah", "basic. Torah cheder", "Beit-Yaakov" school. "Am-HaSefer",. "Medem" school, the "Perec", "Ahad Ha'Am",. "YIWO" ...
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Holocaust in Romania - Corvinus Library - Hungarian History 

It is not a co in ci dence that this story has re mained hid den for so long. Ever ...... initiatives and instructions. This was how ...... help the au thor i ties catch â€œour en e mies and spread ers of alarm ing ru morsâ€�, ...... The Dorohoi garr
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